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Abstract
This short paper outlines our ongoing work in combining generative adversarial networks (GANs) with interactive evolution. While GANs can be trained to produce
lifelike images, they sample randomly from the learned distribution, providing no
control over the results. Interactive evolution has been used to create various artifacts such as images, music and 3D objects, but relies on having a good evolvable
representation of the target domain. We use the trained generator part of a GAN
as genotype-to-phenotype mapping, allowing for controllable high-quality image
generation.
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Introduction

Interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) is a powerful approach for general mixed-initiative design
[8]. In IEC, an evolutionary algorithm uses one or several human beings as the fitness function(s).
The algorithm allows people to explore a large range of ideas, while a person allows the algorithm to
evaluate qualitative properties. Picbreeder, EndlessForms and MaestroGenesis are a few examples of
recent systems that use IEC to allow people to create images, shapes and music respectively [7, 3, 5].
While these works are impressive, they don’t allow people to express a specific idea that they start
with in their mind. The complexity of the image representations and the limited time of a human
evaluator makes it difficult to search for a specific design. In this paper we present Deep Interactive
Evolutionary Computation (Deep IEC). Deep IEC uses a deep neural network (DNN) to constrain the
search space of the evolutionary task. A DNN is pre-trained on a particular domain of data to be able
to generate similar data. The person and the evolutionary algorithm then search the DNN for a design
of interest. This allows Deep IEC to quickly produce highly detailed content.
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Content Domain

We decided to produce 2d images as there is a lot of recent advances in using DNNs to generate
images. We looked for datasets that represent domains that are interesting to design for. In our initial
setup, we use three datasets: CelebA face dataset [6], UT Zappos50K shoes [9], and 3D Chairs
images [1]. A separate DNN is trained for each domain.
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Architecture

The algorithm consists of two main parts; the DNN and the IEC algorithm. The DNN can in theory be
any generator network that translates a small set of latent variables into an image. The evolutionary
algorithm is then evolving the latent variables and the person is selecting their favorite images.
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Figure 1: This demonstrates evolving an image to look like Nicolas Cage. Each column contains the
selected images for the given generation. While three images were selected each time here, that is not
necessary. The last column shows the best image after 10 generations.
Deep To generate our content we used a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). A GAN consists
of two networks, a generator network and a discriminator, pitted against each other. The discriminator
learns to discriminate between images in a dataset and the output of the generator. The generator
learns from the discriminator how to fool it, indirectly learning to mimic the dataset. The recent
WGAN-GP variant has shown success in generating relatively large images [4].
Our network has 20 latent variables and outputs a 128 × 128 square image. In a recent work, Berthelot
et. al. found that the number of latent variables did not have a big impact on image diversity [2].
Keep the number of latent variables low reduces the number of variables to evolve.
Interactive As Deep IEC is an interactive system, it requires an interface. The interface starts by
letting the user select from a list of the available domains. The user is then presented with a single
generation of images. The user selects their preferred images and presses next. They can also select
how large the mutation is via a slider. This process is repeated until a satisfactory image is found.
Evolutionary Computation To focus on the result of this new combination, we implement a
simple evolutionary algorithm. One of our variation operators is crossover, meaning we take pairs
of selected images and randomly select from their corresponding latent variables to make a new set
of latent variables. While the latent variables to the GAN we used are not independent variables, in
our observations they did show some independent characteristics. This warranted using crossover to
randomly select features from each parent, albeit not in a predictable or consistent way.
The population size is 20. For each generation the selected images are brought forward. Two
additional images are randomly generated to inject diversity into the population. To rebuild the rest
of the population, pairs of the original selection are sampled with replacement for crossover. Every
member of the population has a 50% chance of mutation which is a Gaussian noise with a standard
deviation equal to the users setting, between 0 and 1.
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Demonstration

In figure 1, the progression of evolution can be seen. For each generation, images that contain
desirable properties are selected, even if they look nothing like the intended goal. Over several
iterations, the traits of the selected images come together. Faces are demonstrated for analysis to
show the system on a domain where we are very perceptive. It is very easy to apply this system to
other domains given enough data. This systems allows the user to control the direction of the design,
but can also be used in an exploratory fashion where the user just follow their favorite suggestions.
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